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To 

 The  Education Minister, 

 Haryana. 

Subject:  Request not to event consider enhancing the term of  elected Governing Bodies of  
Govt. Aided Colleges In Haryana 

Hon’ble  Madam,  

 

With due regards, we wish to draw your kind attention towards an  urgent issue of  the teaching 

fraternity of the Govt. aided Colleges. The issue is as following:  

 The Association of the Governing Bodies of Govt. Aided Colleges has  recently demanded an 

enhancement in their term from the present one of three years to five years. In this regard, the 

office of the High Education Commissioner has sought the opinion of the teaching fraternity of 

Govt. aided colleges i. e. Haryana College Teachers’ Association.  

We wish to make a categorical submission that the arguments given by the said body are totally 

concocted and only directed towards attaining a status and power equal to the highest bodies 

and great institutions like Parliament and state assemblies. Actually, this proposal has nothing 

to do with the welfare of these institutions as claimed.  Hence, any move by the Govt. to 

enhance the tenure of governing Bodies can not be acceptable to the teachers. In fact, this 

suggestion by the Governing Bodies is an attempt to thwart the democratic system of the 

colleges. This will lead to unimaginable forms of arbitrariness in handling govt and university 

rules and regulations towards which we have drawn your kind attention from time to time. This 

aspect is already in the knowledge of the office of Higher Education Commissioner.  

Instead of considering this suggestion of the Association Of Governing Bodies, we urge you to 

ensure proper implementation of Govt. rules.    We request you maintain status quo in this 

matter as the tenure of three years is not only judicious but also appropriate for the larger 

interests of society at large.  



 

 We again request  you to  ensure  your kind intervention so that this issue is treated in a 

proper perspective for the larger good of society.  

With thanks     

    (Gen. Secretary) 

                                                Rajbir Parashar   

 


